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we get here ||u\\2n < Mp2n for every n ^ 1; taking 2nth roots and letting n tend
to -f oo, we get, by Section 4.3, \\u\\ < p. On the other hand we have p ^ \\u\\
by (11.1.3), hence \\u\\ = p.
Let us now write (pn) for the strictly decreasing sequence of the absolute
values of the eigenvalues of u, so that px = p = sup(jul9 - vt); and let Gn be
equal to the sum of the E(X) such that |A| = pn (there are of course either
only one or two such eigenvalues 1). Next let Fn be the orthogonal supplement
of g! + ••• + Gn^l; we have w(FJ c Fn by (a), and we prove that the
restriction un of u to FM is such that \\un\\ < pn-i> Otherwise, by what has just
been seen above (and by (11.2.7)) there would be in Fn an eigenvector x
such that u(x) = /be with |A| ^ pn^9 which contradicts the definition of Fn.
Write now x = y + z for every x e Fn, with y e FB+1 and z e Gn; we have, by
Cauchy-Schwarz,
- Ik+ill • W2 + (*(*) I *) < («W I ^) < Hwn+ill • Ibll2 + («W I z).
Suppose pn = iih = — vfc, and write therefore z = z1 + z2 with zx e E(^)
and z2 eE(vfc); this yields (u(z) |z) = pn(||zil|2 - ||z2||2). As \\x\\2 =
Ibll2+ Ikill2 + \\Z2\\2> we see at once? u§inS tlie preceding inequality and
the inequality \\un+i \\ < pn, that on the sphere ||x|| = 1 in FB, the largest value
of (u(x) | x) is pn and is reached at the points of E(fih) only, and the smallest
value is —pn, and is reached at the points of E(vfc) only. The results are similar
and simpler if either there is no k such that pn = —vk, or no h such that
pn = jufc. Finally, if we remark that f; = Fn + E(vj) + • • •.+ E(v5) if fj.h = pn
and s is the largest value of k such that pn < — vk, and similarly
if Vfc = — pn and r is the largest value of h such that pn < iih, an almost identical
argument ends the proof of (c).
Let now F^ be the closed subspace, intersection of all the Fn; by definition,
t/(Foo) c foq , and there can be no eigenvalue ^ 0 of the restriction of u to
foo 5 by (c) this implies that u(x) = 0 in F^ . Furthermore, if a vector x e E is
orthogonal to F^ and to all the E(jufc) and E(vfc), by definition it is orthogonal
to all the Gn, hence belongs to F^, and being orthogonal to F^ , it is 0. This
proves (by (6.3.1)) that the algebraic sum of the subspaces E(/^k), E(vk), and
F^ is dense in E; hence, by (6.4.2), E is the Hilbert sum of those spaces.Any
x e E can therefore be written uniquely x = £ x'k + £ x'i + x0, where x(, jcj[,
k	k
and x0 are the orthogonal projections of x on E(/4), E(vjk), and F^ , respec-
tively, the sums being convergent series in E when the sets of indices are
infinite (canonical decomposition of x); we conclude that

